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Motivation
• Many human manipulations involve 

complex, changing whole-hand 
contact


• These contacts are difficult to sense, 
track, and model


• We would like an approach that 
sidesteps this modeling



Main ideas
• Let’s assume that manipulation is accomplished by going 

from one low-energy state to another


• While manipulating, try to maintain the object within a 
caging grasp to avoid ejecting it from the hand
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What they did
Sample many designs, pick the optimal one

• 6250 unique hand designs


• 14 kinematic topologies


• 10 objects



10 Sample Objects



14 Hand Topologies
• R, P, RR, PP, RP, PR, RRR, PPP, RRP, PPR, RPR, PRP, RPP, and PRR


• R = revolute


• P = prismatic


• All hands are symmetrical


• 2 fingered hands


• No finger has more than 3 joints



6250 Hand Designs?
• Sample p, d, and 



Results of the design optimization



Ok… so how is each design evaluated?
Main objective function H

Max energy seen for this hand

Number of tests 
• all object shapes 
• all object poses

radius of the wrench space ball 
representing “manipulability” for a 
test object in a test configuration 

(A wrench is just a vector that 
contains both forces and torques)



To figure out this wrench space ball, we first need to talk 
about energy fields (colors)
Commanding the hand to a pose when 
the object is “in the way” results in 
potential energy stored in the actuators 
(color coding blue to yellow).

Every object position and orientation has 
an energy / color coding, resulting in a 3D 
stack of energy values.  These energy 
values are only good for one commanded 
hand pose.



To figure out this wrench space ball, we first need to talk 
about energy fields (colors) and their gradients (arrows)
Commanding the hand to a pose when 
the object is “in the way” results in 
potential energy stored in the actuators 
(color coding blue to yellow).

Every object position and orientation has 
an energy / color coding, resulting in a 3D 
stack of energy values.  These energy 
values are only good for one commanded 
hand pose.

We can take the gradient of this energy to 
obtain a vector field.   The gradient at 
selected object configurations is shown 
as red arrows

These red arrows represent force that 
would be applied to the object 

- in this configuration 
- with this commanded pose

What to take from all this?  Every new commanded 
hand pose has its own stack of energy fields with an 
associated red arrow (the gradient) at each point!



Wrench space ball from gradients
For a single  

- object shape, and 
- object pose 

we can collect the red gradients that 
result from a sampling of the entire space 
of hand pose commands.

Collected red gradients 
and their convex hull.

The convex hull of these vectors can be 
interpreted as the space of forces and 
torques that can possibly be applied to 
this object while it is in this configuration.

The larger this volume is the better!   We 
measure that by fitting the largest size 
ball centered at the origin, which weights 
equally forces and torques in all 
directions. The radius of the largest 

wrench space ball that fits 
into the volume = 



So .. to evaluate, we just average those radii 
over all the test cases

Max energy seen for this hand

Number of tests 
• all object shapes 
• all object poses

radius of the wrench space ball 
representing “manipulability” for a 
test object in a test configuration 

(A wrench is just a vector that 
contains both forces and torques)



One last thing — What is Energy and how is it measured? 
The paper assumes that energy is linearly related to the “error” between 
desired and actual pose

Number of motors/actuators

Torque generated by the motor 
(assumes it is a constant source of torque)

Transmission ratio (maps angles in the 
world to angles about the motor shaft)

Setpoint (desired angle) for this joint

Actual (observed) angle for this joint



Repeatability tests


